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Cancelled Psych Sparks
Debate, Approval Process
by amelia oscherwitz
and avram shapiro

A large share of the men’s
and women’s cross country teams
dressed as sorority girls and fraternity boys, respectively, on Nov.
5 as a psych in anticipation of the
D.C. championship meet the next
day.
But less than two hours after classes began, their head
coach, Anthony Belber, emailed
the team’s captains recommending that the runners change their
clothes after he had received a
complaint from an LGBTQ teacher
who called the psych “highly offensive to the trans community.”
Many students took issue
with the cancellation of the psych.
Some pointed out that GDS women’s sports teams had previously
dressed as frat boys without objection as part of the longstanding tradition of wearing coordinated outfits to build excitement for a game.
The incident prompted Athletic Director David Gillespie to
implement a temporary process
for psych ideas to be pre-approved
by the school while administrators
weigh options for a long-term policy.
“The athletics and DEI offices are working together to create some guidelines to help teams
ensure that psychs are selected
with positive community impact in
mind,” Gillespie wrote in an email
on Nov. 8 to varsity volleyball and
soccer players, whose seasons were

continuing with championship
tournaments.
He requested that they email
him and their head coach to receive
approval for prospective psychs before game day.
Gillespie explained in an interview that a new policy to vet potentially insensitive psychs for future
athletics seasons was still being
developed. He said his goal is to
continue the tradition of psychs
“without making anybody in the
community feel uncomfortable or
hurting anyone.”
The same day he announced
the new psych approval process,
Gillespie rejected the varsity soccer teams’ idea for men’s players to
dress up as soccer dads and women’s players to dress up as soccer
moms on Nov. 9.
Gillespie explained that he
erred on the side of caution after
consulting with administrators because the psych guidelines were
not finalized. “That’s not to say
that it wouldn’t be allowed in the
future,” he added, referring to the
proposed soccer parent psych.
Sophomore Lina Fawaz, a
player on the women’s varsity soccer team, criticized the school’s
decision to veto the soccer psych.
“That was ridiculous,” she said.
“Soccer moms and soccer dads, no
one’s gonna find that offensive.”
Junior Leo Pivato, a member
of the men’s varsity soccer team,
also did not understand the school’s
Continued on Page 2
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Gibson to Leave GDS
by laith weinberger

Katie Gibson will step down
from her role as high school principal at the end of the school year, after a five-year tenure in which she
has overseen academic changes, a
new disciplinary system, inclusion
initiatives and a trying year of virtual school.
Head of School Russell Shaw
announced the news in an allschool email on Dec. 1, surprising many students and parents, as
well as teachers, most of whom
were only informed of Gibson’s
planned departure in a meeting earlier that day.
“After the intensity of the last
18 months,” Gibson wrote in a letter attached to the all-school email,
“I am choosing to slow down the
pace of my life to focus on my family, my passions, and my professional future.” The email did not
disclose any plans for her future
employment. She declined to elaborate on her reasons for leaving in
an interview with the Bit.
Shaw wrote in the email that
the school would “be launching a
national search for our next High
School Principal immediately.”
According to Shaw’s note, GDS
is enlisting the help of Educators’
Collaborative, a company specializing in private school administrator searches, and plans to seek input from students, parents and
teachers next semester.
English teacher Michael Manson said Gibson has led the high
school in a kind, thoughtful way,

considering various community
members’ perspectives when making decisions. “She’d been carrying a lot on her shoulders,” Manson said, “and a change of scene
is good.”
Gibson arrived at GDS in
2017 to succeed C.A. Pilling, who
continues to teach environmental
science, as principal. Gibson managed the school’s replacement of
Advanced Placement courses with
GDS’ Upper Level designation,
helped introduce minimester, abolished midterm exams, launched the
now-defunct Open Spaces conversation series, put in place the current odd/even rotation schedule and
established the Disciplinary Consultation Committee, giving students a voice in recommending disciplinary actions.
Perhaps most notably, Gibson in the past two years has shepherded the high school’s transitions

Photo by Kaiden J. Yu.
to and from virtual learning and its
responses to a turbulent period of
insurrection, national and internal
racial reckoning and vehement political discourse.
“While there is and always
will be work to do to flesh out our
aspirations of becoming an anti-racist institution and respond to
student needs,” Gibson wrote in the
announcement email, “together, we
managed to get to the other side of
the pandemic—whole and eager to
rebuild our community.”
Sophomore Student Staff
Council representative Julian Montes-Sharp recalls hearing about
Gibson’s arrival from his older sister. “As a principal, action-wise,
she did some strong things,” he
said, citing minimester and the
DCC.
However, Montes-Sharp said,
“There’s a disconnect between the
Continued on Page 2

Gladys Stern, Longtime Director and Beloved GDS Figure, Dies
by zachary jager

Photo courtesy of the Stern family.
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Gladys Stern, who, in 42
years devoted to GDS, founded the
high school, served as the school’s
beloved director and came to embody its inclusive ethos, died on
Nov. 14 at age 104. Alumni and
former colleagues have recalled
Stern’s contributions to expanding
GDS and her unwavering care for
every member of the community.
Stern stumbled upon GDS
in 1954, when she enrolled her
son, Michael, in first grade and
began volunteering as a tutor at
the school, according to his wife,
Connie Stern. She worked as an
assistant to GDS’ founder, Aggie
O’Neill, became the high school’s
first principal and then spent the
second half of her GDS career as
director, the equivalent of the head
of school.
“There are so many things to
say about Gladys,” former Associate Head of School Kevin Barr,

whom Stern hired in 1976, told the
Bit. “It was Gladys’ school. She
was fierce and funny and brilliant
in all the good ways.”
While former students and
faculty described her easygoing personality, many noted that
Stern’s priority was ensuring that
everyone at GDS felt welcome
and safe. “When it amounted to
abusive, harmful, hurtful behavior,” theater director Laura Rosberg said, “she was on top of it
immediately.”
Barr recounted a story in
which a parent called Stern to
complain that her daughter’s
Spanish teacher was lesbian while
Barr was sitting in his boss’s office. According to Barr, Stern
calmly gave the parent three options: leave GDS, change the language her daughter studied or remain in the Spanish class and
accept the teacher’s identity.
While he could not remember
the outcome of the situation, Barr
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said the episode convinced him
that Stern was “one of the most
impressive people that I had gotten to watch in action.”
Gladys Ruth Meyerowitz
was born in Washington, D.C.,
on Aug. 25, 1917, to two Jewish
immigrants from Lithuania and
Ukraine. When she was seven, her
family moved to Belhaven, North
Carolina, where her father ran a
deli and then a clothing store,
Connie Stern said.
Gladys Stern could not attend
her college of choice, the University of North Carolina (UNC) at
Chapel Hill, because she was female. She instead attended UNC
Greensboro, majoring in history
and graduating in 1938.
Stern was turned down for
teaching jobs in North Carolina
because, as a Jew, she could not
meet the requirement to teach
Sunday school, according to her
Continued on Page 4
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Rebuffed Cross Country Psych Prompts Debate, Interim Policy
Continued from Page 1
objection to the psych idea and
added that administrators should
not regulate psychs at all. “They
should have zero say in what we
do,” he told the Bit.
When asked about students’
claims of administrative overreach,
Gillespie said, “That’s their opinion and that’s fine. Our job as the
adults is to work through this, and
see the whole picture, and help
guide everyone in the right direction.”
Until last week, GDS teams
informally picked psychs with no
involvement from coaches or administrators.
Junior Luke Cohen, a member of the cross country team who
opted not to participate in the sorority girls psych but did not foresee any opposition to it, admitted
to being surprised by the pushback. “We had seen other teams
do psychs like frat boys throughout
the whole season,” he said, “and no
one had said anything about that,
so we kind of assumed that since
frat boys didn’t hurt anyone, sorority girls wouldn’t hurt anyone.”
(The Augur Bit’s editors-in-chief, senior Seth Riker
and junior Ethan Wolin, and senior Adam Leff, a Features editor,
were members of the cross country
team. The Bit’s faculty advisor, Julia Fisher, was an assistant coach.)
None of the seven students interviewed about the cross country

psych said they were offended by
it, and most expressed confusion
about the reasons for calling off
the psych.
Transgender sophomore Morgana Brand said in an interview
that she was not bothered by the
psych and disagreed with the anonymous teacher’s suggestion that the
psych was broadly offensive to the
transgender community.
“If you’re going to call
cross-dressing or going as a sorority girl or frat boy for a psych
transphobic, are feminine-presenting boys or masculine-presenting
girls transphobic in their identity?”
Brand asked.
Sophomore Cole Huh, a member of the men’s team who dressed
as a sorority girl before the psych
was scrapped, said, “I did not see
it as offensive then and I still don’t
see how it was super offensive.”
Junior Izzy Auerswald, another cross country runner who
participated in the psych, initially
did not find it problematic. But after talking with her advisor, Performing Arts Department Chair Jason Strunk, she understood why it
could have made some community
members uncomfortable.
Strunk explained in an interview that he objected to the cross
country team “putting on identity
for the sake of camaraderie.
“We have seen throughout
history that people have assumed
identity for entertainment or for the
sake of humor, certainly something

that was seen at the height of the
minstrel shows,” Strunk said, referring to nineteenth-century performances in which white actors
wore blackface. GDS community
members and society at large, he
said, “have not had that conversation about the trans community.”
It is not clear whether any
transgender person raised concerns about the psych with Belber, Gillespie or any administrator.
(Belber did not share the identity of
the LGBTQ teacher who initially
complained.) But Gillespie said
what matters more is whether the
psych could have caused offense.
According to Gillespie, one
possibility being considered for
the school’s psych policy is to provide teams with a list of approved
psychs and require them to seek

GDS’ goal of a unified campus
came to fruition in the fall of 2020,
yet COVID-19 threw a year-long
curveball at the school’s efforts to
have all students together on a single campus in person.
This fall, all grades—pre-K
through 12th—are located together
on the Davenport Street campus after lower/middle school students
were relocated from MacArthur
Boulevard. But the jury is still out
on whether the school’s aspiration
for unity has been achieved.
“It’s not like we pass lower/
middle schoolers in the hallway
or anything, but there’s certainly
a feel on campus of having the
lower/middle school campus as
our next-door neighbors,” senior
Sophie Zinn, a co-founder of the
GDS Buddy Program, said.
One of the key components of
the unified vision was the administration’s belief that having students of all ages on the same campus would enhance each student’s
experience at the school.
Leigh Tait, the interim director of Community Engagement
and Experiential Learning, said it
is “less organic” for student mentorship to happen in initiatives like
the Buddy Program “when the
other campus is 15 minutes down
the road.”
Freshman Alexa Gillespie said
that she believes the administration’s original goal is actually taking shape. She said it was exciting
when lower/middle school students
were cheering for her volleyball

games in the lower/middle school
gym, which never would have happened with separate campuses.
“It was really easy for lower/
middle school students to come
and watch us, so it was nice for
them to come support us during
our game,” Gillespie said. “It’s really nice to be on the same campus
and be able to just walk over there,
especially if people in high school
have a younger sibling.”
Other high school students
disagree about whether one campus actually yields a shared experience for all ages. Some students
say that they only feel a small sense
of connection with the younger students and barely have contact with
them, despite the buildings’ proximity to each other.
Sophomore Lola Bouquet-Gragnolati, a member of the
GDS Buddy Program, explained
that she has only interacted with
the lower schoolers when she
picked up her younger buddy at
the lower/middle school building.
“I feel really separate, especially since I never see them,” Bouquet-Gragnolati said.
Senior Bella Young-Dismuke
agreed, saying the lower/middle
school is “just a new building to
look at every now and then.”
Young-Dismuke recognized
that GDS has been somewhat
restricted in its ability to bring
the various classes together because of the remaining threat that
COVID-19 poses to younger students, which High School Principal
Katie Gibson also acknowledged.
Gibson said the pandemic has

okay and what’s not okay,” he
said. “I feel like an argument can
be made to say that every psych is
not okay.”
Gillespie said that however the
new plan takes shape, he expects
the diversity, equity and inclusion
office to play a central role in determining what psychs could potentially offend community members.
“That’s their specialty,” he said.
Marlo Thomas, GDS’ director of diversity, equity and inclusion, did not respond to multiple
emailed requests for an interview.
In retrospect, Gillespie said
that previous psychs may have
bothered some community members beyond his awareness. “Unfortunately,” he said, “the cross
country team was the straw that
broke the camel’s back.”

The women’s varsity volleyball team has done a variety of psychs over the course of its season.
Photos courtesy of Claire Cooper; collage by Reid Alexander.

Community Split on Whether Unification Has
Improved Cross-Divisional Connection
by callie solomon

permission from him and the office of diversity, equity and inclusion to add other ideas.
When told about that possible
system, Auerswald said it was “a
great idea.”
Cohen, on the other hand,
said, “It would be really sucky as a
team to have an okay list of psychs
and then have to ask for approval.
I think a lot of the idea of psychs
is coming up with original ideas
that are fun and new and not just
repeating the same ones over and
over again.”
Cohen said he understands
the school’s interest in preventing
offensive psychs but expressed
concerns about how administrators will decide which stereotypical
themes to veto. “It’s really hard to
draw that fine line between what’s

made it so all-school events have
been scarce, but she emphasized
the benefits of the change so far.
“For families who have a kid
in the lower school and a kid in the
high school and are making multiple drop-offs throughout the city,
it’s not particularly environmentally friendly or easy,” Gibson said
of the two-campus model.

“Even if it’s just that
we’re in physical
proximity to each
other, that physical
proximity just lends
[itself] to being more
of a community,”
Pachikara said.
9th Grade Dean Abe Pachikara agreed that school unification
is positive for the community.
“The united campus brings everyone who is on the campus together,” Pachikara said. “Even if
it’s just that we’re in physical proximity to each other, that physical
proximity just lends [itself] to being more of a community.”
Pachikara has hopes for
the future of one GDS, including cross-divisional interactions
among students and faculty.
“My vision of one campus is
teachers not staying in their divisions,” Pachikara said. “That’s the
vision. That’s a long-term goal. We
need a lot of work to get there.”

Principal to Step Down
at End of School Year
Continued from Page 1
administration, especially the principal, and the students.” He added
that “the new principal can really emphasize daily interactions
with students and put themselves
out there in social spaces.” Montes-Sharp also hopes the school
will consult with students throughout the process of selecting Gibson’s successor and plans to push
in SSC for a student committee for
that purpose.
Some students harbor the impression that Gibson has done little in her time as principal.
The anonymously run Instagram account @gdsmemes posted
a pair of memes about Gibson’s departure on Dec. 3. The first depicts
a caped figure representing Gibson
saying, “My job here is done,” to
which a princess labeled “everyone” responds, “But you didn’t
do anything.” The second shows
Gibson’s GDS profile photo with
the all-caps text “Just a girlboss /
building her empire.” The post has
received over 220 likes.
Senior Miles Huh, a member
of Gibson’s advisory, commented
on the post in Gibson’s defense. He
explained in an interview with the
Bit that he thought the memes were
“unfair” and that the pandemic was
difficult for administrators, including Gibson.
Long before Gibson was a
principal at GDS, she studied dance
education in college at New York
University and taught dance classes
at underserved public schools in

Harlem, New York. Gibson told the
Bit that her passion for pedagogy
originated when she was as young
as five or six, when she would play
the role of teacher while playing
with friends.
“Independent schools and being a school leader came later and
in a more circuitous way,” she said,
“but being a teacher was always
what I wanted to do.” Now, she
misses “being in the classroom,”
acknowledging that she lacks the
same interactions with students as
principal.
By the time Gibson arrived
at GDS, she had accumulated administrative experience as a community engagement coordinator;
diversity, equity and inclusion director; grade dean and principal
at various schools—and earned
a master’s degree in educational
leadership from Columbia University. Gibson said she grew “fascinated and intrigued by the bigger
creation of culture in a community.”
Gibson said she has appreciated the “sense of team” among
administrators and faculty as they
have tackled the challenges of the
past two years. And she said the
same aspect of GDS that attracted
her to the school—its students—
continues to impress her.
In the email, Gibson assured
the community, “I plan to be fully
present this year, leading the High
School with the same level of commitment that you have come to expect from me.”
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Course Lets Five Top Students Learn Beyond Normal Math Curriculum
by alex gerson

David Garlock has a desk in
the math department office, but he
barely ever uses it. Instead, Garlock, a retired tax lawyer, comes to
GDS only for seventh period and
meets his five students in room 101
to discuss number theory.
GDS is offering Garlock’s
course in number theory this semester for the first time since 2014.
The class, one of the smallest that
is currently running, was not listed
in the 2021-22 Course of Study or
made available for all students to
apply. Three members of the class
told the Bit they are enjoying its
uniquely laid-back, collaborative
environment.
Senior Jon Ergun said he had
heard rumblings about a possible
number theory course before it was
announced last spring. “There were
rumors of it going around with a lot
of people who are in higher levels
of math,” he said.
The official announcement
of the class came on April 7 in
an email from Math Department
Chair Lee Goldman to four potential Number Theory students who
had exhausted or were on track to
exhaust GDS’ math curriculum.
“In two prior cases when we
have had several students in this

situation at the same time,” Goldman wrote in the email, which
was shared with the Bit, “we have
been able to bring a teacher on to
campus to teach one section of
Number Theory. This teacher is
willing to do this again this fall.”
Sophomore Max Froomkin, Ergun and fellow seniors
Julie Steele, Ben Joseph and Julien Berman all signed up for the
class.
Garlock, who used to work
at the accounting firm Ernst &
Young, designed original number theory course materials and
posted them online in the 1990s.
“I took a number theory course
when I was in high school, and I
loved it,” Garlock said in an interview with the Bit. “And when
online learning became a thing in
the ’90s, I thought that this would
be a way to make number theory
available to lots of different high
school students.”
According to Garlock, number theory is the study of whole
numbers, particularly prime numbers, and their relationships. “It’s
an area of pure mathematics,” he
explained, “meaning that it’s not
like calculus or differential equations that can be used by engineers.”
Although the online course

never took off among independent
students as Garlock had hoped, his
friend Andy Lipps, a GDS math
and history teacher, asked Garlock
to teach the course at GDS in 2009.
He taught it again in 2014 and has
returned after another seven years
to teach the course this fall.
Goldman and Lipps declined
requests for interviews with the Bit.
Adjusting the online course
to be taught in a classroom setting
has given the class an unconventional structure, according to Garlock. “The course consists of having students do the work on their
own to essentially teach themselves
the material,” he said. “And then in

class, we go over the problems and
students take turns putting them on
the board. If it’s a difficult problem, sometimes I will explain a little more clearly how to solve it.”
Froomkin, the only non-senior in the class, said the discussion-based class has a relaxed atmosphere. “It’s really low-stakes.
We haven’t had any quizzes, tests,
et cetera,” he said.
Steele said in an interview
that without Number Theory,
her only option for further math
classes would have been at the college level. “The issue at GDS is
that there’s not enough good, hard
math classes,” she said, adding that

the practice of accelerating students into more advanced courses
“doesn’t really fix that” for those
who exhaust the curriculum.
Steele views Number Theory as part of the solution. “It
might be my favorite or one of
my favorite math classes I’ve
taken at GDS,” she said. “And
the homework is pretty hard, or
at least it’s interesting and it definitely requires some thought.”
Garlock shared Steele’s enthusiasm. “I like this group of
students,” he said. “I think that
they all seem to be enjoying the
material and are motivated to
learn.”

Photo by Catherine Dooley.

Debate Director’s Absense, Office’s Repurposing Frustrate Students
by madeleine popofsky

When senior Addie Lowenstein, a member of the policy debate team, returned to school this
fall, she walked up to the debate
office, located on the third floor
across from the health room, to find
the plaque which had previously
read “Debate Office” now engraved with the word “Counselor.”
She found the office devoid of the
debate program’s books, trophies
and resources. None of the team’s
members were informed prior to
the removal, and Jon Sharp, the director of the debate team, was not
there to defend them.
Sharp has opted to remain virtual for the 2021-22 school year. In
an interview with the Bit, he explained that he opted to remain virtual to take care of his sick mother
in Alabama. GDS has mandated
in-person instruction for the year,
so Sharp is currently unable to
teach the two classes he usually
does at the high school. He continues, however, after a brief period of personal leave which lasted
from the start of the school year
until Sep. 29, to lead the debate

team virtually.
While Sharp expressed gratitude that the school has let him
coach debate virtually, he disagreed with the school’s decision
to not allow any virtual teaching
this school year.
“There are upsides to the virtual teaching experience,” he said.
Sharp explained that he believes that virtual teaching could be
used even in post-pandemic times
since it allows students to focus
and engage with sensitive material,
such as the topics of gender and
sexuality his classes cover, from
the comfort of their own home.
High School Principal Katie Gibson explained that the
school’s in-person teaching policy stems from a belief that having both teachers and students in
person creates the best learning environment.
“We didn’t want to open a
door of exceptions,” Gibson said.
“Because Jon has been the heart
of [the debate] program, it felt like
that was a place where it was specific enough that we could make
an exception.”
When asked about whether

The old debate office. Photo by Reid Alexander.

he’d be back to teach next year,
Sharp said he hoped he’d be.
“The circumstances keeping
me virtual mean that planning is
not really on the table,” Sharp said.
“What an unimaginable privilege
that I’ve had for all of these years
getting a group of totally engaged,
fascinating deep-thinker students.”
Science teacher Gabe Koo
has filled in as an assistant debate
coach and works alongside Sharp,
who assists in a virtual capacity by
coaching and giving advice. Koo
declined to comment for this article, citing the temporary nature of
his position.
According to Lowenstein,
Koo “is really awesome, and he
knows debate.” However, she expressed concern that Koo would
not have sufficient time to devote
to coaching debate due to his heavy
teaching schedule of four classes,
compared to Sharp’s former schedule of only teaching two.
“If Gabe were not there, I do
not think I would be allowed to
direct virtually on Zoom, and I’m
not sure it would have worked,”
Sharp explained, adding that it
would have been necessary with
or without his being virtual. “GDS
kids cannot be managed from a distance.”
The debate office, which also
served as Sharp’s personal office,
was given to a counselor. Gibson
explained that her request of Sharp,
which she made over the summer,
to move the office was in order to
make space for one of the school
counselors because the counselors’ old office was needed for extra classroom space. The new debate office, which Sharp said will
be “open and functional by the
end of winter break,” will be located in the administration’s old
rooms in the hallway across from

the English department’s office.
“It was really important that the
counselors felt like they were near
each other, because they talk to each
other a lot and offer support and
guidance,” Gibson said. “There was
really nowhere else up on the third
floor that had a space big enough and
private enough.”
Sharp described Gibson’s request as “strongly worded” but made
clear that she emphasized getting the
old office back was both the anticipated and most preferable outcome
for everyone.
“I think [the relocation is] kind
of disrespectful to Jon’s legacy,” junior Griffin Brown, a member of the
debate team, said. “We did not know,
and we were definitely kind of mad
about it.”

“He was more than
just a debate coach
because he was there
for us in ways outside
of debate as well,”
Brown said.
Even without the troubles concerning the office, Sharp’s virtual
status has had a large impact on students, particularly those on the debate team.
“He was very emotionally present,” Lowenstein said. “He could
read his students.”
Lowenstein described a time
when she was on the verge of tears
and Sharp took her outside discreetly
to check in with her. She also remembers a conversation she had
with him about issues she was facing as a woman on the debate team,
saying “he was so receptive” to her
concerns.
Brown also said that Sharp

coached students in life as well
as debate.
“He was more than just a
debate coach because he was
there for us in ways outside of
debate as well,” Brown said. “He
was really like a mentor and a
friend figure to a lot of the debate team.”
The administration notified
Sharp’s advisory about his virtual
status last spring, and Sharp notified the debate team in mid-August. Lowenstein, Brown and a
former member of Sharp’s advisory, senior Harold Oppenheim,
all described feeling sad when
they found out about the change.
“I feel like [the administration] could have done more,” Oppenheim said. “It’s not really a
normal circumstance, and he’s
pretty much unanimously considered by all students one of the
best teachers that the school has.”
Oppenheim described what
has made Sharp so vital to the
GDS community.
“People talked about how
brilliant he was,” he said. “[He]
definitely made me think more
critically.”
Lowenstein emphasized
Sharp’s effect on her and others.
“It was very much like a family
with him,” she said.
Even with displacement and
uncertainty, Sharp expressed
complete faith in the debate
team’s future.
“When it is finally possible
for us to say that this crisis has
passed,” Sharp said, “the GDS
debate that we will have then
will be stronger, and sharper,
and more impressive, and much,
much stranger than we can even
imagine right now. We are going
to come out the other end of this
stronger than we were before.”
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Some Seniors Short on Service Hours Following Pandemic Constraints
by malvika reddy

GDS requires every student
to complete at least 60 hours of
community service to graduate
from the high school. But with
less than seven months left until
graduation, some seniors, hampered by the pandemic, have made
little progress.
The community engagement
office, which oversees students’
hours, expanded its definition
of service during the pandemic.
While some students fulfilled their
requirement with virtual opportunities, others chose not to partake,
including seniors who now plan
to finish their hours in the coming months.
Senior Ben Freedman told the
Bit he currently has zero service
hours. He volunteered as a climbing coach when he was a freshman
but did not record the work, expecting he would log many more
hours later. Instead, he procrastinated. “I’ll do some later in the
year,” he said in a recent interview.
Senior Sofia Greenfield, who
has three hours, said her busy
schedule, including year-round
basketball, has prevented her from
taking advantage of the variety of
opportunities GDS offers to earn
service hours.
Three seniors also cited the
pandemic as an impediment to
gaining hours. Greenfield said
a volunteering project she had
planned to do at Howard University, preparing bags of equipment
for dental students, was shut down
due to the pandemic.
During virtual learning, GDS
continued to offer some in-house
service opportunities, including
the new Buddy Program, the
summertime Policy Institute and
Tuesday Night Tutoring. “The
pandemic made traditional volunteering more complicated,” Leigh
Tait, the interim director of community engagement and experiential learning, said. “The best
we could do is to then respond
by opening the doors to all these

other areas of action.
“There were plenty of ways
to get involved,” Tait said, “even
in the height of the pandemic.”
Tait and Monique Leyden, the
program associate for community engagement and experiential learning, both said they do not
have statistics about students’ service hours during the pandemic
and the Class of 2022’s progress.

“If a student has not
met the graduation
requirement by the
time the graduation
ceremony takes
' place, they will
not receive their
diploma,” Tait said.
However, some students
chose not to participate in the
GDS-run service programs during
the pandemic, either due to an absence of enthusiasm or because
virtual volunteering lacked faceto-face connection.
Senior Ben Joseph said he
did not participate in the virtual
service programs “because that
didn’t sound very fun.” Joseph
told the Bit during his first shift at
the Hop Shop, in mid-November,
that he had not previously earned
any service hours but was planning to fulfill the requirement by
working at the store “every week
for roughly 16 weeks.”
Tait also noted that students
can receive hours for work at over
100 pre-approved organizations
listed in a spreadsheet accessible
on MyGDS. “The requirement has
been in place for a long time so
students should be aware,” she
added.
Each student’s recorded service hours were included in November progress reports and
seniors were reminded of the
requirement at a recent class

A Zoom phone-banking session run by the Student Action Committee to mobilize voters in Virginia,
for which GDS students received service hours. Screenshot courtesy of Maddie Feldman.

meeting. According to Tait, students who have yet to meet the
minimum will each receive an
official notification before winter break.
“If a student has not met the
graduation requirement by the
time the graduation ceremony
takes place, they will not receive
their diploma,” Tait said. “They
will receive it afterward if they
complete their work over the summer.”
The four seniors interviewed
by the Bit who have earned few
or no service hours said they were
not worried about meeting the 60hour requirement by graduation.
“I think I can get it done over
the breaks and long weekends,”
said senior Kendall Bullock.
Freedman, for his part,
plans to volunteer at a local soup
kitchen. He also suggested that
the community engagement office should “probably help people
stay on track by requiring a certain amount of [hours] per year
instead of having people like me,
where we procrastinate it to the
last year.”
Leyden said she doesn’t favor

instituting a strict requirement at
the end of each year because underclassmen may still be adjusting to high school.
(The GDS high school’s
2021-2022 Course of Study says
that students are required to log
at least 20 hours by the start of
their junior year, but the deadline
is not enforced. Tait explained in
an email to the Bit that it is a suggestion meant to dissuade students
from leaving all their service work
to their often-busy junior and seniors years.)

“I think I can get it
done over the breaks
and long weekends,”
Bullock said.
Tait said that in her time at
GDS, no student has ever failed
to meet the service hours requirement. “We remind them many
times. Parents are brought into the
conversation. The grade dean is
brought into the conversation,”
she explained. “And ultimately,
students do get their hours in.”

Some students have already
completed their 60 service hours,
despite the burdens of the pandemic.
Senior Lauren Lemer has finished her service hours, mostly
through GDS activities such as
Tuesday Night Tutoring, Tuesday
Night Art, Math Mentoring and
Social Coach, an organization devoted to teaching senior citizens
how to use technology, which she
leads. When the pandemic hit, she
was no longer able to run Social
Coach sessions. So, instead, she
joined the virtual Buddy Program.
Junior Sofia Sevak said she
was initially concerned about
reaching 60 hours amid the pandemic but completed the volunteering requirement by participating in the in-person 2021 Policy
Institute.
“It was a little bit harder for
everyone to engage in community
service,” Sevak said. She had enjoyed forming connections with
younger students in pre-pandemic
Tuesday Night Tutoring, but “the
things that were online didn’t interest me as much as in-person
activities.”

Fixture of GDS’ Past Dies at 104; Community Reminisces

Continued from Page 1
daughter-in-law. She eventually
moved back to D.C., where she
worked as an economist for the
War Production Board during
World War II and met her husband, Joshua Stern.
“Gladys had a head for business, and a heart for children,”
Barr said, emphasizing that Stern’s
work as an economist gave her financial expertise unique among
school administrators.
Kamal Ali ’80, an owner
of Ben’s Chili Bowl and former
member of GDS’ Board of Trustees, said he appreciated Stern’s
dedication to honoring every student’s identity. “She was particularly impactful during her tenure
for the African-American community,” Ali said. “She went the
extra mile to make sure that those
original tenets of the school of inclusion and diversity were always
met.”

Two alumni who attended
GDS during Stern’s tenure as director noted the comfortable environment she helped create. Ali
said students saw Stern as a grandmother figure.
“Gladys made school feel like
a second home,” Julie Fanburg
’89, who serves on the Alumni
Board, said. “When I think of
Gladys, I think of this big hug.
I still can feel her hand touching
my back.”
On one weekend while he
was in high school, Ali and a
few classmates snuck into GDS’
building at 4880 MacArthur Boulevard to play basketball. When
Stern found out, she called the students to her office.
Ali feared expulsion, but
Stern only encouraged them to
“take ownership” of their school
and offered a key so in the future
they could let themselves in.

Barr told the Bit that during
the height of the Vietnam War, a
group of students staged a sit-in in
Stern’s office. Stern was unfazed,
saying, in Barr’s telling, “Oh terrific, I’m glad you’re here.” Stern
grabbed her purse and her coat
and left the student protesters instructions for how to answer the
phones.

“When I think of
Gladys, I think of
this big hug. I still
can feel her hand
touching my back,”
Fanburg said.
“She was a woman of integrity,” Barr said. “Long before you
could hire a consultant to sell you
about growth mindset, she had a

total growth mindset.”
Stern left GDS in 1996, at the
age of 78, and was succeeded by
Head of School Peter Branch.
In retirement, Stern continued to be an avid reader, participating in three book clubs and
flying through books fast enough
that her family would place two
Amazon orders a week for more.
She adorned her coffee table with
copies of The Augur Bit to show
guests and read The Washington
Post (which published an obituary about her on Nov. 17) daily
until the last few weeks of her life.
And GDS continued to be
a part of Stern’s life, from regular conversations with Head of
School Russell Shaw to visits with
students whom history teacher
Lisa Rauschart brought to see her.
Fanburg said she would call
Stern at major milestones in her
own life, including the birth of her

daughter, who now attends GDS.
Upon hearing the news, Stern sent
Fanburg a piece of GDS-branded
clothing for the baby.
Shaw said he regrets that
Stern was never able to visit the
newly unified campus after the
pair of GDS leaders had spoken
extensively about the project. “I
would have loved for her to see
this place,” he said.
When Shaw called Stern on
her 104th birthday in August, he
recalled her saying, “That’s pretty
old, isn’t it?”
“Yeah, Gladys, that is pretty
old,” he replied.
With gratitude, Stern responded, “I can’t believe I’ve
lived so long, but I’ve been so
lucky.”
Connie Stern said the last
time she saw her mother-in-law
alive, she was lying in bed with a
GDS blanket.
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GDS Finalizes Plan to Buy Metro Plant Property for Future Use
by adam leff and
zach jager

GDS is nearing a deal to purchase the parcel of land at the corner of Ellicott and 42nd Street,
the site of a Metro chiller plant.
Among the possible uses for the
plot are room for the Civic Lab,
office space and faculty housing,
senior GDS administrators told
the Bit.
The small, nondescript structure currently occupying the quarter-acre of land, operated by the
Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Agency (WMATA), cools
the stretch of the Metro’s Red Line
from Tenleytown to Friendship
Heights. Head of School Russell
Shaw announced GDS’ plans to acquire the property on Nov. 16 at a
virtual meeting of Advisory Neighborhood Commission (ANC) 3E,
a local advisory council that considers zoning, among other things.
Chief Financial Officer Jeffrey Houser, who also attended the
ANC meeting, explained in an interview that the school is in the final stages of purchasing the property from WMATA. “We hope to
wrap up this calendar year,” he
said. But Houser added that the
school won’t begin development
immediately. “We’re under really
no pressure to complete an actual
construction at any specific date,”
he said.
When asked the property’s
price, Shaw said, “I don’t know of
the exact number off the top of my
head. I don’t know if it’s public.”
Before presenting plans to
the ANC, GDS commissioned
an architecture firm to conduct a

massing study, a basic exploration
of what buildings the school could
construct on the plot in accordance
with zoning regulations. Houser
said the findings helped administrators “understand what the value
of owning that parcel could potentially be to the school for generations to come.”
According to Houser, the
property will likely be used by the
Civic Lab, an initiative the school
established last school year in an
effort to train students in civic engagement. “Although it’s just beginning, there’s a good possibility that it will at one point need
or want an office,” Houser said,
noting that the Civic Lab’s goal of
opening its programs to non-GDS
students would warrant a separate
building.
Another possibility for the
property is to develop affordable
faculty housing. “It’s expensive to
live in this area,” Shaw told the Bit.
Jonathan Bender, the chair of
ANC 3E and the representative of
GDS’ district, said that housing
could serve GDS’ “private needs,
to attract and retain quality faculty,
but at the same time it would be
serving the broader public need for
affordable housing.”
Regardless of the path GDS
decides to take for the development
of the plot, the Metro cooling units
will remain in use alongside any
buildings the school constructs.
Although administrators have not
identified precisely how they might
fit the plant into a future development, Houser said, “the cooling
units must remain on the property
somewhere.”
The announcement of the new

project came less than two years
after GDS finished constructing
the lower/middle school. Shaw said
that, unlike private schools in the
suburbs, “GDS is very intentionally an urban school.” He added,
“Land contiguous to the school
can make a difference to the ability to add programs, to do more
for kids.”
Bender has heard proposals to
develop the WMATA plant parcel
in the past. In 2013, Safeway was
interested in acquiring the same
property to expand its location
on Davenport Street. “My sense
was that that really didn’t go anywhere,” Bender said. “WMATA at
that point was not really prepared
to sell it.” Instead, GDS bought
the Safeway property to build the
lower/middle school and is now
close to owning the WMATA plant,
too.
But the school will not begin developing the property right
away. “I don’t imagine anything
will happen in the next few years,”

Shaw said. GDS’ future plans will
be contingent on zoning regulations and whether the school can
raise enough money for a building project.
Bender said that, depending on GDS’ specific construction plans, the school may need to
seek approval from the ANC and
a governmental board.
Bender and the ANC commissioners are hopeful about what
the developments may bring to the
neighborhood. The Civic Lab is
“intriguing, and certainly could be
a net benefit to the community,”
Bender said, adding, “to the extent that they’re putting affordable housing into the new structure, that’s also very desirable.”
The Nov. 16 ANC meeting began over 40 minutes late, at about
8:10 p.m., because the commissioner who runs the ANC’s Zoom
account was absent. A police officer scheduled to give a presentation about local crime did not come
either. Shaw gave a presentation

updating the ANC on GDS’ traffic
situation and the new planned land
acquisition, followed by a question-and-answer session. 20 minutes were set aside to discuss GDS,
but the part of the meeting focused
on the school lasted 45.
One neighborhood resident
named Harlan (whose last name
was not visible on Zoom) brought
up a concern that the Civic Lab
building might cause too much
traffic in the neighborhood. Shaw
thanked the questioner and explained that while some groups
might convene there, “what we
hope to be able to do with the
Civic Lab is partner with other
schools and send people out into
the schools as opposed to having
everybody showing up at GDS.”
Another constituent, Jonathan
Fichter, said at the ANC meeting
that having the Civic Lab would be
“really neat” and fall “in the bucket
of valuable things that could be
amenities for the neighborhood.”

The WMATA Metro cooling plant whose land GDS plans to purchase. Photo by Kaiden J. Yu.

Task Force Overtakes Enviro Club in GDS Sustainability Efforts
by elena forlini

On Dec. 8, the Enviro Club
met during lunch in room 203 for
a planned conversation about the
role poor and wealthy countries
should play in addressing climate
change. The next day, the Environmental Task Force (ETF) gathered
at the same time one floor below to
discuss its accomplishments so far
this year and its upcoming projects.
The first group discusses
global environmental issues and
advocacy outside GDS; the second, a part of the Student Action
Committee, focuses on promoting
sustainability at school. The ETF,
which was founded in the fall of
2019 to translate students’ environmental activism to changes in the
school community, now exceeds
the more longstanding Enviro Club
in participation.
“The ETF is now the main

group focusing on improving sustainability efforts within GDS’
walls,” senior Annabel Williams,
the two organizations’ only overlapping co-head, said. “So Enviro
Club has embraced its role as a
place to continue conversations on
environmental current events while
also continuing the advocacy and
outer-school commitment.”
The ETF works to implement
tangible improvements at GDS in
three subcommittees focused on
education and art, food and waste
and connecting with nature through
“green wellness,” respectively.
Chris Oster, one of the ETF’s faculty advisors, said the group’s goal
is “to get to net zero in terms of our
carbon footprint at GDS.”
The Education & Art subcommittee is planning to work with
lower/middle school students to
create a mural in the lower/middle

The ETF meets during lunch. Photo by Sawyer Thompson.

school cafeteria using eco-friendly
materials such as bottle caps.
The Food & Waste subcommittee is working to conduct a
waste audit of all three divisions
to determine how to reduce that
waste, according to Luke Cohen, a
co-head of the subcommittee. And
already, it organized a system for
leftover snacks from the cafeteria
to be donated to the local nonprofit
One More Plate.
The third subcommittee of the
ETF, the Green Wellness group,
concentrates on inspiring GDS
community members to lead more
sustainable lives. Its current focus
is on creating an interactive workbook for students in the LMS “to
encourage kids to go outside and
learn about the nature that surrounds them,” junior Asha Adiga-Biro, the subcommittee’s head,
explained.
The Enviro Club, meanwhile,
is meant to allow students to learn
about environmental issues outside GDS and actions they can
take to lobby for action against climate change. This year, the Enviro
heads had planned for members of
the club to protest outside of the
White House on Columbus Day
but canceled the outing due to rumors that demonstrators might be
rowdy or even get arrested, according to Williams. The Enviro Club
has not participated in any advocacy beyond GDS this semester.
Before the pandemic, Enviro

The recent Enviro Club meeting. Photo by Sawyer Thompson.
Club took part in volunteer activities in the D.C. area. This year,
Williams said, “we haven’t found
time to work on that yet. I think
next semester we want to do more
of this community service and volunteer work.” Last school year, Enviro met with sparse attendance
over Zoom, which contributed to
the decline in enthusiasm for the
club, according to Williams.
Although the two environmental groups she leads have distinct approaches and members,
Williams said she hopes for them
to collaborate. “We have discussed
doing an environmental lobbying
project, which would be a larger effort in which the ETF and Enviro
Club would work together,” Williams said. “But that is still something we have to figure out.”
In addition to the ETF and
the Enviro Club, C.A. Pilling’s
Research in Environmental Science class conducted another

sustainability effort last spring.
Her students worked to find ways
to implement changes in the high
school by collecting and analyzing
data on GDS’ carbon footprint in
three main areas: energy use, transportation and waste.
After calculating the carbon
emissions, students in the class presented the data to the administration, along with proposed solutions
such as a school-wide composting system, which Pilling said the
maintenance team has begun exploring. “The school did not flinch
at trying to make those things happen,” said Pilling, who also advises
both the ETF and Enviro Club.
Oster emphasized the importance of GDS students devoting
time to sustainability efforts. “We
need to remember that, with our
commitment to social justice,” he
said, “environmental stewardship
matters.”
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The Day I Had to Take off
the Skirt I Was Wearing
by arjun pathiyal

On Nov. 5, I walked around
school wearing a purple skirt,
Birkenstock sandals and my
mom’s old sorority sweatshirt.
My intention was to psych myself and my teammates up for
our upcoming D.C. State Athletic Association cross country
championships. But our head
coach, Anthony Belber, and our
captains asked the team to take
off our psych because we were
potentially harming members of
the community.
For many years, GDS
sports teams have coordinated
game-day outfits known as
psychs as a way to bond and get
pumped up for upcoming competitions. A common choice
for girls’ teams is the frat boy
psych, in which players dress
up in button-down shirts, khaki
shorts, backward hats and ties
to recreate the stereotypical frat
boy’s outfit.
On Thursday, Nov. 4, the
cross country team captains settled on our men’s team wearing stereotypical sorority
girl attire and women’s
team wearing stereotypical frat
boy outfits for
our psych the
next day.
A few members of the boys’
team were at first
uncomfortable with
the idea because they
thought we could be
seen as mocking how people express themselves. Some
seniors explained in our group
chat that previous girls’ teams
had done the comparable frat
boy psych and that in 2019, the
men’s cross country team did a
VSCO girls psych, dressing up
as stereotypical teenage girls
with short shorts, scrunchies
and oversized t-shirts, without
hearing any complaints. (The
seniors also stressed that anyone who felt uncomfortable
with the psych could not do it
or do a version of it that felt
more comfortable.)
Senior Luke Flyer, a fellow member of the cross country team, told me in an interview he thought the psych was
acceptable “because other girls
teams at GDS had done frat boy
psychs many times before.”
Fast-forwarding to Friday
morning, most of the men’s and
women’s cross country teams
dressed up as sorority girls and
frat boys, respectively, in the
Forum. Greek letters were being drawn on shirts, skirts were

being handed out and I was
given compliments about my
outfit from schoolmates I didn’t
know that well.
Midway through the morning, my teammates and I received a message from the boys’
team captains instructing us to
take our outfits off. Accompanying the text was a screenshot
of an email from Belber kindly
letting the captains know that
we had offended a faculty member by cross-dressing and that it
would be smart to put the psych
on halt.
The faculty member seemed
to imply that the men’s team’s
psych was the issue because the
many previous women’s team
psychs involving cross-dressing had gone unchallenged. Our
captains rightly followed Belber’s instructions;
certain
things
aren’t

worth
fighting in
the moment.
When other students saw me taking my
skirt off, they asked me why in
confusion. I simply responded
that a member of the GDS community had been bothered by
the psych, and we might have
been offending others. Immediately, word got around, and I,
along with many of the teammates and other students I spoke
with, were upset that we were
told to take our psych off.
A single community member’s power to effectively overturn our psych after we had seen
so many similar ones in the past
struck me as inconsistent—a
double standard, as many students put it.
Junior Ben Carter, who is
not on the team, told me that the
double standard applied to the
cross country team was “dumb”
and “hypocritical.”

Some friends told me and
the rest of the cross country
team to put our psychs back on
in protest of what they thought
of as an unfair reaction. Even
though I agreed with them that
the psych’s cancellation was
unnecessary, amid the controversy that day, I decided it was
best to join my teammates in reluctantly respecting the anonymous complaint.
Carter also pointed out that
students should be allowed to
dress in clothing traditionally
associated with any gender at
school. “Saying what clothes
someone can wear based on
gender is conforming to gender norms,” Carter said.
For the last week of fall
championship tournaments,
team psychs had
to be

approved
by GDS administrators. It was concerning that a large portion of
the student body was vocally
dismayed by the cancellation
of our cross country psych, yet
administrators chose to go in
the opposite direction, moving
to regulate and potentially censor future psychs.
At the end of the day, students at GDS should be able to
wear what we want as long as
we follow school guidelines,
which our psych did. Students
should not be told to take off a
psych because a few people, or
just one person, are uncomfortable with the way we dress—
or an administrator predicts that
someone could be.
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Calling off the Cross
Country Psych Was
the Right
Call
members of marginalized groups
by malvika reddy

On Nov. 5, in anticipation
of their meet the next day, some
members of the cross country team
decided to do a psych—a longstanding GDS tradition in which
sports teams dress up according
to a certain theme in order to get
psyched for an upcoming game.
The women’s team dressed up as
frat boys, wearing dress shirts, ties
and baseball hats. The men’s team
dressed up as sorority girls, wearing skirts and crop tops.
But the psych was shut down
in the morning after a faculty
member in the LGBTQ community raised concerns with cross
country head coach Anthony
Belber, who told the team’s captains in an email that the anonymous teacher thought the psych
was “highly offensive to the trans
community.”
Junior Daniel Otto-Manzano,
a member of
the team, said
he disagreed
with the
decision
to call
off the
psych.

“We’re
not mocking people who wear
skirts, obviously,”
he said. “We’re mocking sorority girls and the
classic look.”
The cross country
team clearly had not foreseen the negative implications the psych could have,
and nor did I when I saw it that
morning. The cancellation of the
psych was a call for me, as a cisgender person, to stop and think.
It prompted me to talk with people who held varying views of the
psych. Some said that it was offensive to women or LGBTQ people;
others argued that the psych was
harmless or that its cancellation
was a disproportionate response
to one complaint.
Once I had conversations
with people about what had happened, many questions arose about
freedom of expression, respect for
diversity and the appropriation of
cross-dressing by those who aren’t transgender, gender fluid or
non-binary. In the end, I concluded
that it was justified for the cross
country team to defer to the faculty member’s concern.
People who took part in the
psych were right to change clothes
after hearing that it had offended
someone. Those with privilege
should always take concerns from

seriously, recognize their mistakes
and act differently from then on.
We should yield to the requests
of anyone who says our actions
were disrespectful, erring on the
side of deference when it comes
to someone’s sensitivities. No individual can represent, say, the entire LGBTQ community, but they
shouldn’t have to speak for anyone
but themself to earn our courtesy.
I should emphasize, though,
that I don’t believe members of
the cross country team who participated in the psych intended to
offend anyone. Sometimes our
actions are perceived in ways we
don’t intend. Cross-dressing for
comedy or camaraderie may appear harmless, but for at least one
person, it seemed to cause offense.
Junior Noor Ramzy, a member of the cross country team who
dressed up as a frat boy, told me,
“If it’s making people uncomfortable, I can see why it would be
shut down. I think that’s valid. You
don’t want to harm anyone.”
The runners who dressed in
clothes typically associated with
the opposite gender for only a couple hours were able to enjoy the
psych without being ridiculed;
transgender people, meanwhile,
may face a harsher response for
dressing the way they want to, especially outside GDS.
Following the incident, Athletic Director David Gillepsie informed soccer and volleyball players of a new process by which
they would need to get psych
ideas pre-approved before they
are permitted to wear their outfits to school. He told the Bit that
he is working with the office of
diversity, equity and inclusion to
establish a permanent policy regulating psychs.
While the school’s apparent
goal of preventing psychs that
could be deemed harmful is laudable, students should be trusted to
consider the possible effects of the
psychs we choose without pre-approval from administrators. I believe that, having learned from
this incident, students have the
sensibility to assess the potential
implications of our ideas and act
respectfully. GDS students are already given freedom to step off
campus, manage clubs and, in
nearly all cases but psychs, dress
as we wish. Let’s prove over the
next few months that we can also
pick innocuous psychs without
needing administrative oversight.
After the cross country psych
was shut down, some students,
runners and non-runners alike,
were upset that it had been called
off. I would urge them to reconsider their indignation and learn
from the team’s mistakes when
choosing psych themes in the future. For those of us who are not
marginalized because of our gender or sexuality, the least we can
do is to listen and ask ourselves,
What can we do to make every
member of our community feel
as welcome as we do?
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GDS Should Prioritize Parent
Belonging Amid the Pandemic
by aymaan enayetullah

According to Stanford’s Challenge Success Survey, GDS ranks
number one nationally in high school
student sense of belonging. The high
school is a place where students old
and new can be seen and understood,
providing an environment, according
to GDS’ website, where students “love
to learn and learn to change the world.”
Students new to the high school are
provided with Bridge Week, during
which they can connect with their
peers and learn more about GDS, allowing them to feel comfortable and
known in the community.
That same sense of belonging and
connection has not been felt among
new parents due to the pandemic. Although efforts to welcome new students have been robust, new parents,
for the most part, are on the opposite
end of the spectrum, feeling displeased
with the current circumstance they are
in. While new parents have been given
the opportunity to connect with the
community through events like outdoor cocktail parties, there is a looming sense of disconnection.
Parents of students admitted to
GDS during the spring of 2021 unfortunately were not able to have a tour of
the school and were only allowed to attend virtual events: a striking contrast
compared to the persuasive in-person tours that were offered last year
from schools like Sidwell Friends and
Potomac. In interviews with the Bit,
new parents expressed their feelings
of looking at GDS from the outside.

“Us new parents are trying to
learn the whole new system of GDS,”
Hoda Martorana, parent of sophomore
Isabella Martorana, said. “We have no
idea what is happening.”
Due to COVID, new parents haven’t had many opportunities to meet
other parents, leaving them feeling isolated. This year, the GDS parent association organized a few new parent socials outside the lower/middle school
to give them a chance to meet the administration and community members.
However, many new parents still don’t
feel connected to others at GDS.
“I’ve gone to two cocktail parties but they didn’t help actually form
any relationships,” Marrianne Noble,
mother of freshman Arden Manson,
said. “I can’t imagine that these cocktail parties would make me feel connected to something.”
Some parents who joined the high
school before COVID feel similarly.
Parents like Leah Getlan, whose son,
junior Jacob Getlan, joined the school
in 2019, could go to several in-person events before COVID, such as lectures, evening talks by Head of School
Russell Shaw and coffee nights, where
they were able to connect with the administration. When asked why the
school’s virtual opportunities, including curriculum night and the sports
banquet, have been less appealing,
Getlan pointed to a feeling of “Zoom
fatigue.”
“That whole intimate connection
of being at the high school in-person
was very helpful in getting to know the
GDS community,” said Getlan. “This

really helped me understand what the
school is about, but obviously, that really isn’t possible now.”
Chris Anders, parent of freshman
Gracie Schuham-Anders, agreed.
“There’s a big difference between
being on Zoom versus being in person
for the sports banquet with a big potluck dinner,” he said.
Yet some parents, including Susan
Thompson, mother of freshman Sawyer Thompson, believe that “these social events were actually very helpful,”
and look forward to more.
GDS cannot control the current
public health crisis, but the school can
find ways to make sure new parents are
able to have the same experience new
families have felt in the past through
further in-person events, particularly as
the transition to winter makes it more
challenging to have outside events.
An interesting solution that Noble brought up was “discovery dinners” in which new parents would informally meet up with the same group
every few months.
For me, it is upsetting to see how
I know GDS so well, but my parents
don’t. Whenever I talk about a fun tradition, my parents have a look of confusion on their faces. New parents deserve to feel comfortable and seen at
GDS, especially since other private
schools have been able to provide
much more for their parent community. We have all endured a hiatus in the
past 18 months, and hopefully, the ones
most important to us will be able to feel
the same level of connection to GDS
in the future that students have now.

Teach Us About Personal Finance
by natalia freedman

GDS offers a wide variety of
elective courses about math, science, history and more. Through assemblies and classes, the school provides a thorough education on social,
political and environmental topics.
Yet how often do teachers or administrators—or even friends—discuss personal financial skills? For
many students, the answer is probably rarely.
History teacher Topher Dunne,
who teaches GDS’ economics class,
described to me the disastrous effects
that arise from poor financial choices.
“There are a lot of ways that the system is primed to take advantage of
anybody who is even a little bit inattentive,” he said, “and it ends up costing them personally.”
Young people today, reliant on
technology, are captive audiences and
easy prey to aggressive online marketing. When we shop online, our
screens are overwhelmed with ads
specifically targeted to us, making it
easier to fall victim to financial scams
or manipulation.
Therefore, our generation is in
dire need of financial literacy classes.
Learning finance skills—like the
fundamentals of saving, investing,
spending and debt—can result in better personal decision-making. It can
also help to understand how the economy we will enter and live in for the
rest of our lives works.
Sophomore Leah Li told me she
founded the Economics Club with junior Susan Lin because she was struggling to find peers who shared her interest in the subject. Because the club
currently includes several beginners,
its focus is on discussing the basics
of economics. Towards the end of the
year, Li plans to incorporate more

complicated and timely issues.
“A lot of people aren’t interested
because they don’t know a lot about
the topic,” Li explained. According
to her, only about 10 people attend
each meeting of the club.
While some GDS students may
not have been exposed to financial literacy lessons or been forced to confront personal finance due to their
economic privilege, everyone will
need to understand how to deal with
money as adults.
Education about personal finance—in classes and clubs—will
help GDS students leave high school
with an understanding not just of core
subjects but of real-life skills. GDS
should step beyond its normal academic role to give us the practical
knowledge needed for success in life.
“When people graduate and walk into
society this becomes an issue of vital
importance,” Li said.
Senior Ike Cymerman, a head
of the Finance Club, decided to start
what was then called the Investment
Club his sophomore year because of
the lack of finance courses offered by
GDS. According to Cymerman, the
club discusses a variety of financial
topics in the news and averages just
six attendees per meeting.
“There’s an assumption you can
learn financial literacy on your own,”

Graphic by Nava Mach.

Cymerman said, “so GDS doesn’t
treat it as important compared to other
classes in the core curriculum.” He
added that he would support creating an elective course about personal
finance.
On and off in the past, Dunne
said, GDS has required seniors to take
a short class in life skills including
laundry and personal economics.
GDS should introduce students
to financial skills throughout high
school so we can fully grasp them
before leaving for college. Personal
finance could be implemented as a
small part of freshman seminar class,
and the senior skills class should be
brought back and cover financial literacy in depth.
Dunne, who used to teach freshman seminar, suggested that financial
illiteracy could be incorporated into
discussion of socioeconomic status.
That would expand students’
awareness of the societal impacts of
widespread financial illiteracy and
how to reduce it. Even a guest speaker
during an assembly would be an easy
way to start and expand conversations
about basic personal finance skills.
Students should have basic financial
literacy before we obtain credit cards
and incur debt, and GDS is well suited
to help us gain those skills through assemblies, classes and clubs.
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Volleyball Comes Up
Short in DCSAA Final
by sophie axelrod

GDS women’s varsity volleyball lost to Wilson High School in a
devastating five-set D.C. State Athletic Association final match on Nov.
12. After dropping the first two sets,
GDS made a comeback to tie the
sets 2–2, but the Hoppers’ efforts
were not enough to secure a victory
in the team’s first ever DCSAA final, ending their historically successful season.
The team competed in the
DCSAA tournament in the week after losing the Independent School
League’s upper-division final game
to Flint Hill on Nov. 7. Folloxwing
a first-round bye, the Hoppers defeated Georgetown Visitation and
seven-time DCSAA champion St.
John’s. The highly anticipated and
well attended DCSAA final became
a tough five-set battle—26–24, 29–
27, 18–25, 17–25, 15–9—for GDS,
the tournament’s No. 1 seed.
“That was literally the hardest-fought game we’ve ever played,”
senior Lizzie Rosenman, one of the
team’s captains, said in an emotional
interview after the game.
“It was a heartbreaker of a
game,” head coach Brandon Wiest
told the Bit the next day. “But if our
season was going to end with a loss,
that’s exactly how we’d like for it to
happen. Repeatedly fighting through
adversity, bouncing back from errors
and playing with the high-energy,
aggressive and positive mindset—
that is the core of our program.”
The GDS varsity volleyball
team had dominated the ISL and
other local competition all season
long, proving to be a powerhouse
of GDS athletics. The team previously crushed the Wilson Tigers 3–0
in a preseason scrimmage without its
star setter and captain, senior Claire
Cooper.
“We went into the game today
prepared for anything,” senior Isa
Rene said. “We have been working
so incredibly hard this season and
it has truly paid off. I don’t think
we went in expecting to win, but we
went in ready to fight.”
Huge crowds of students, parents and teachers from both Wilson and GDS crowded the Sidwell
Friends School’s gym to watch the
final game. Students sat on the stairs
of the bleachers, lined up along the
indoor track and crowded the balcony. Both schools’ rowdy fan sections screamed and chanted after
each point.
“We have never been involved
in such an intense game with so
many fans,” Rene said. “GDS fans
really pulled through this year, and
we hope they continue to throughout the next years.”
Both Wilson and GDS finished
their respective regular seasons with
only a single loss, each to undefeated

Flint Hill. After earning the No. 1
seed and a first-round bye, GDS was
the clear favorite to win the tournament.
Senior Claire Cooper, another
of the team’s captains, told the Bit
that beating St. John’s in the semifinals was “a huge accomplishment.”
GDS lost the thrilling first set of
the championship game in 25 minutes after beginning with a promising 4–0 start. The two teams competed neck and neck and the Hoppers
rebounded from two notable deficits
to tie the game at 24 before losing
the final two points to lose the set.
“I think we lost honestly in the
first set,” Rosenman said. “It really
got us down when we lost 26–24.
We didn’t play like we usually do.”
In the second set, GDS rallied
to a 24–19 lead after being down
2-0 and seemed close to securing
a set victory. But after costly mistakes and defensive saves by Wilson, the Hoppers’ lead evaporated
into a 29–27 loss.
GDS was down two sets to
none, so the third set was make or
break for them. Senior and captain
Pallavi Bhargava hyped her teammates up before the set.
Wiest told the Bit, “During the
break following that second set, we
briefly talked about how there was
no pressure on us and we needed to
take it off ourselves.”
In the third set, the Hoppers
stayed focused when down 14–10,
closing the gap to a tie at 14. Scoring
five straight points, the Hoppers took
a 19-14 lead and eventually won the
set with a score of 25–18.
The Hoppers also prevailed in
the fourth set, getting out to an 8–5
lead and securing a final score of 25–
17 final score for the set.
GDS had only played two
other games to five sets this season, against Madeira in the regular
season and Holton Arms in the ISL
semifinals. In the fifth set, the score
goes only to 15, not the usual 25.
Wilson quickly went up 8–3, seven
points within victory. Yet, even after cutting Wilson’s lead to 9–7, the
Hoppers could not prevail, losing a
tough 15–9 set.
“We’ve gotten down by like 5-0
in the fifth set and pulled it out,”
Rosenman said, “but this time there
was a lot of pressure, and it was a
lot harder to come back.”
The team walked off the court
with their heads held high and proud
of their successful season.
“The fact that we were down
two sets and came back to play five
is insane,” Rene reflected. “This
grit just shows how much our team
cares and how hard we work for every single point. We made a decision to push through and not give
up. Although it didn’t end the way
we wanted it to, we could not have
had a better game and better season.”
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Men’s Varsity Soccer Falls to St. John’s
by shai dweck

A rambunctious GDS fan
section roared as the men’s varsity soccer team emerged from
its huddle and took the field at St.
John’s College High School to take
on the No. 1–seeded Cadets in a
second-round matchup of the D.C.
State Athletic Association tournament on Wednesday. GDS fell to
St. John’s, 4–0, ending a 2021 season that exceeded the Hoppers’ expectations.
The players had been eager for
a second chance to keep their season alive after a 1–0 loss to Maret
in the Mid-Atlantic Athletic Conference final on Nov. 4. The team
triumphed 3–1 against Bell Multicultural High School in the first
round of the D.C. tournament on
Nov. 2.
The Hoppers held St. John’s
to a 0–0 score at halftime before
allowing four goals in the second
half. On the sideline of the unfolding game, a large and unruly
crowd of GDS fans loudly cheered,
prompting scolding from St. John’s
staff members.
Despite the loss, head coach
Quinn Killy said he was impressed
by his team’s performance against
the top team in the city. “We played
a team that’s only lost once all year.
They’ve got a handful of guys who
all play academy or all play club
and are gonna go Division I soccer,” Killy said in an interview after the game. “And we held our
own.”
Through the first half, GDS
contained the Cadets’ attacks until the Hoppers were able to regain
possession of the ball and counter
with long passes down the field to
their strikers. That strategy allowed
the Hoppers to dominate the half
with multiple scoring opportunities. However, the team was unable to capitalize.
Senior Jeremy Grace, a captain of the team, told the Bit, “I
haven’t felt that good about our
team until that first half of soccer.” He added, “I wish we could

have unlocked that a little earlier.”
At the half, GDS parent Andrew Herman was pleased with the
way his son’s team was playing.
“They’re very tenacious,” he said
in an interview. “They’re playing
very defensive-minded, which I
think is really important against
this team.”
At the start of the second half,
St. John’s came out aggressively,
seemingly determined to change
the trajectory of the game. Less
than three minutes into the half,
junior Lucas Sullivan got entangled
with a St. John’s player in the GDS
penalty box, sparking a controversial foul call against Sullivan that
changed the game’s momentum.
St. John’s junior Nicholas Laffey, a striker whom Killy said the
Hoppers were intent on stopping,
took the penalty. GDS senior and
goalie Miles Rollins-Waterman
guessed Laffey’s placement correctly but did not reach the ball,
giving the Cadets their first goal.
Grace said the penalty was a
turning point in the game. “First
half, I think we were all giving
100 percent and working together,”
he said, “but as soon as there was
one bad call, we fell apart and we
stopped playing as a team.”
Just two minutes later, Laffey
struck again, punishing an overaggressive Hopper defense. GDS
conceded two more goals in the
next 20 minutes.
But the course of the game
did not deter the GDS crowd from
making its presence felt with almost constant noise—an obnoxious mixture of cheers for GDS and
jeers directed at St. John’s fans and
referees. Hopper fans far outnumbered those supporting the home
team after a half-day of classes at
GDS.
Ashley Gingrich, the assistant athletic director of women’s sports at St. John’s, repeatedly reprimanded the GDS fans
for their rowdiness, telling them
to stop yelling at referees, stepping foot onto the turf and using a

megaphone, among other things.
(Gingrich did not respond to email
or voice message requests for comment prior to the publication of this
article.)
Andrew Herman stepped in to
defend the fan base, asserting that
GDS fans had not used profanities
towards the officials and had thus
done nothing wrong.
“We have a very raucous, loud
group of students, very supportive
of the team,” Herman told the Bit.
“It’s all in good spirit and good fun
and I think the other side, the other
team, may not be used to having
such vocal support.”
The atmosphere only seemed
to grow more contentious as the
game wore on. Sophomore Zach
Kovner, who energized the GDS
crowd and occasionally walked to
the St. John’s fans’ bleachers, was
confronted during the second half
by a St. John’s staff member who
threatened to eject Kovner from
the stands if he approached the St.
John’s fan section again.
When asked later about his interactions with St. John’s fans and
staff members, Kovner said, “Some
words were exchanged. We’ll keep
it quiet for now. I don’t know if
too many people would be happy
with them.” He added, “It was all
in the spirit of winning and helping the team out.”
The game capped off a long
journey for the team in its first season since the start of the pandemic.
It finished the regular season with a
7–4–3 record, entering the playoffs
as the second seed in the MAC and
finishing as the league’s runner-up.
Several players, along with
Killy, told the Bit that the team
made significant strides since the
start of the season.
Senior Maxwell Burns said
that after a crushing preseason
loss to the Landon School, he had
wondered, “Can we get a top four
seed in the MAC? Can we get a
home playoff game? The fact that
we won three playoff games is just
outstanding.”

Ashley Gingrich, St. John’s assistant athletic director of women’s sports, and GDS parent Andrew
Herman clash during the two teams’ D.C. tournament matchup. Photo by Miriam Akhmetshin.
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Student Musicians
Discuss Why and How
They Produce Songs
by margaret blomstrom

GDS students can explore music
through the jazz program and courses
like Music Production and Audio Engineering, Vocal Technique and more,
as well as school-sponsored extracurriculars including choir and a capella
groups. But three GDS seniors who
spoke with the Bit—Eli Faber, Jonah Shesol and Julian Galkin—have
taken their passion a step further by
recording and releasing music independently.
Their styles vary, but all three seniors share a passion for music that
began at a young age. “I’ve been writing songs my entire life,” Galkin, who
writes the Bit’s Augur Beat column
on music, said. “It’s just always been
what I love to do.”
Faber said that he’s been interested in making music since sixth or
seventh grade, which prompted him
to research music production and distribution. Shesol said he’s been playing guitar since he was roughly six
years old, and he’s “always been making music.” Recording and producing
that music, Shesol said, was a natural next step.
Both Shesol and Faber said the
pandemic provided them with more
time and more motivation to make
music.
In 2021, Galkin has released three
songs under the name Julian Harper:
“Cherry Blossom,” “In Betweeners” and “After the Sunset.” He’s
released a total of five singles since
2019. Shesol has released one single, “Not Here,” under the name Jonah J. Eli Faber, under the pseudonym
Efabes, has released three singles and
two albums named “Bittersweet” and
“Home Sick”—23 songs in total. All
of their songs can be found on Spotify.
All four of the other students
who spoke with the Bit said they were
aware of the student musicians and,
in particular, had seen Galkin’s music promoted on social media; two
had listened to some of their songs.
Senior Elana Spector said, “It’s really
cool that students are able to release
music and that other people are able
to listen to it so easily.”
Even if they haven’t listened to
the music, students are aware of the
releases. “I haven’t actually listened to
the music myself,” junior Tenaya Lin
said, “but I have seen posts on Instagram about Julian Galkin’s.”
Faber and Shesol both credit a lot
of their music recording knowledge to
GDS’ recording studio, located on the
third floor adjoining the band room.
Shesol said he learned the basics in the
GDS recording studio before the pandemic, with Faber and Dylan Posey
’21, and took those skills home with
him when school shut down. During
the pandemic, he created a recording studio in his basement with his
own equipment, and found makeshift

substitutes for aspects of GDS’ studio.
“I went inside my parents’ closet
to record the audio because that’s
where there was enough dampening
for the sound,” Shesol recalled.
In Faber’s view, members of the
performing arts department don’t proactively encourage students to use the
studio. “The downside is that I feel
like GDS doesn’t really do enough
to market just how great that space
is, and that goes for the performing
arts in general,” he said, describing a
lack of active outreach.
Sophomore Sala Higgins, who
only recently learned that GDS has
a recording studio, said that few students know or talk about it.
Director of Innovation Tim Lyons, who organizes the recording studio and teaches the Music Production
and Audio Engineering course, explained that he rarely interacts with
students outside the course he teaches.
“I would only know about kids who
have interest if they found me through
Brad or something,” he explained in
an interview, referring to jazz teacher
Brad Linde.
People who want to use the recording studio must go out of their
way or take advanced performing arts
classes while juggling the visual art
requirement, Faber said. Faber also
said he had to push to get new equipment for the recording studio.
Lyons said he is open to having
anyone work in the studio, as long as
they contact him to receive training in
using the equipment. He has always
been excited to see what students over
the years create, from EDM to blues
to jazz.
Faber, Shesol and Galkin have all
found ways to pursue their music on
top of schoolwork and other interests.
Galkin said balancing his schedule has
not been difficult for him, because
several of his hobbies and extracurricular activities reflect his interest in
creating music. “I do theater, and I do
choir and things like that that are all
related to music and performing art,”
he told the Bit. “And then other times,
it just takes a back seat. It really depends on the time.”
Shesol said he is able to balance
academics and music without feeling stressed.
Faber has as many as three hours
to work on his music during some
school days because he has his two
free periods after his Music Production and Audio Engineering class, but
he said that is relatively short for recording sessions. “Real sessions will
go like four or five, six hours,” he said.
“So you can really only get so much
done in the time given.”
Faber finds it therapeutic to make
music but also noted the “scariness of
releasing that to the world.” He added,
“Part of it is I just bank on people not
really listening or thinking about the
lyrics too much.”
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Live Audiences Return to GDS Theater
for Fall Show Marie Antoinette
by anna shesol

Digital illustration by Reid Alexander.

On Screen

The Many Saints of Newark
Disappoints in the Shadow
of The Sopranos
Another problem I have with
by alex gerson

Welcome back to On Screen,
The Augur Bit’s television and film
review column! This time, I’ll be
talking about one of HBO’s newest
films, The Many Saints of Newark.
Directed by David Chase,
the creator of the groundbreaking
HBO series The Sopranos, The
Many Saints of Newark acts as a
prequel to Chase’s hit show. The
movie stars Alessandro Nivola as
Dickie Moltisanti, who is new to
viewers, because he died before
the plot of The Sopranos begins.
Michael Gandolfini takes on the
role of the show’s main character,
Tony Soprano, who in the show
was played by his late father, James
Gandolfini.
At the time of its premiere in
1999, The Sopranos was unlike
anything television had ever seen.
The show juxtaposes the family
life and criminal enterprise of the
seemingly ruthless mob boss Tony
Soprano, who decides to see a therapist. What made The Sopranos
unique was that its protagonist was
so obviously a bad person—or, as
they’re now more commonly referred to, an anti-hero. The Sopranos was the first prominent show
to glorify a villain, inspiring many
of the 21st century’s top shows,
like Breaking Bad, Mad Men and
Dexter.
When I first heard about The
Many Saints of Newark, I was excited to revisit the world of The Sopranos. The movie is billed as an
origin story of Tony Soprano, yet
it fails to deliver on that promise.
The film actually centers around
Dickie Moltisanti, a character that
Sopranos fans have no emotional
connection to.
Instead of focusing on Soprano’s upbringing, the movie opts to
follow Moltisanti as he navigates
his criminal life in Newark amid
the riots of 1967. Soprano appears
sparsely throughout the film, which
disappointed me—and, I would expect, many other fans of The Sopranos.
But even given Soprano’s
minimal presence in the film, it
is still interesting to see younger
versions of the characters I knew
from the show and revisit some of
its famous locations, like the pork
store that the mob uses as a meeting place.

The Many Saints of Newark is the
movie’s uneven pacing. It feels
strangely slow at points that could
have easily been sped up and too
fast during scenes that deserve
more time. Because of that, the film
feels like a very long two hours.
In addition to the film’s awkward timing, the story structure
feels disjointed as well. There is
never a clear storyline or inciting incident. Most movies have a
throughline focusing on a particular issue that reaches resolution by
the film’s end. But this movie feels
like merely a snapshot of days in
the life of 1960s New Jersey mobsters.
That approach worked perfectly in The Sopranos; the gradual, novelistic unfolding of a story
filled with symbolism and deeper
meanings made sense in a show
that lasted 86 episodes—just over
three days in total runtime. However, because The Many Saints of
Newark is just a single, two-hourlong movie, the same style is not as
effective. (It could have worked if
the movie’s creators instead opted
to make their project into a short
series.)
Following the success of The
Sopranos is a tough task; it’s nearly
impossible to meet the expectations
of a show that is often lauded as
one of the best in television history.
Sure enough, The Many Saints of
Newark disappoints. It keeps the
part of The Sopranos least applicable to film—the slow form of
storytelling—and gets rid of the
piece the fans wanted—a plot focused on the younger version of
Tony Soprano.
If you’re a fan of The Sopranos, it’s probably still worth watching this movie, just to see what the
younger versions of your favorite
characters are lzike. But if you haven’t watched the show, you should
skip The Many Saints of Newark
and instead watch The Sopranos
itself.

After 22 months since the
Black Box’s lights last opened
on a live production, GDS theater
returned for in-person audiences
with its four performances of the
fall play, Marie Antoinette. After a
school year of shows presented virtually, the performances were met
with renewed enthusiasm from attendees and those who contributed
to the production.
Director Laura Rosberg estimated that over 90 students’ work
allowed the play’s two-weekend
run to come to life. Audience members—including families who have
not otherwise entered the building during the pandemic—were
required to wear masks and show
proof of vaccination at the door.
Tickets for three of the four shows
sold out.
“It’s thrilling,” Rosberg said
of the return to in-person GDS theater. “So much of what theater is
about is action and reaction. You
get feedback from the audience—
even if they’re just restless; it can
be negative as well as positive.
That’s what theater is about.”
Senior Leila Jackson, who
played a friend of the show’s eponymous queen and participated in
two of last year’s virtual productions, agreed that it is crucially
helpful as an actor to be able to
gauge the audience’s energy and
adapt accordingly.
“When you’re on stage, it
gives you the sense of ‘I’m really
performing,’ rather than ‘I’m just
kind of standing here, saying the
lines,’” she said. “It helps get you
in character. It helps get you in the
space you need to be.”
Due to the difficulties that
the school’s COVID restrictions

presented for the theater program,
all three of GDS’ annual shows
were presented to audiences on
Zoom last school year. The fall
play, Hamlet, and the Winter One
Acts were both performed live over
Zoom. The spring musical, Spring
Awakening, was filmed in person,
edited and played for a virtual audience.
The previous spring musical,
Matilda, was interrupted by the
pandemic lockdown in March 2020
and was never fully performed. The
cast produced videos of certain
songs that were published online.
Marie Antoinette follows the
partially fictionalized life of the
eighteenth-century French queen
Marie Antoinette, beginning during
her reign in 1776 and ending with
her infamous death on the guillotine almost 30 years later. Rosberg
split the role of Marie into younger
and older versions, played by juniors Ava Blum and Jacqueline
Metzger, respectively. Her husband, King Louis XVI, was similarly shared by freshman Henry
Cohen and junior Wesley Brubaker.
Rehearsals for Marie Antoinette began in September. At the
beginning of each week, Rosberg
sent a schedule to the cast outlining
which actors needed to stay after
school to rehearse each day. As the
process progressed, more and more
actors were called in for each session. Technical rehearsals, involving lighting and sound cues, began
a week before the show’s premiere.
Elizabeth Yates, a parent of a
crew member, sophomore Avery
Ludlow, had not attended a GDS
production of any format before
Marie Antoinette. Yates said she
decided to purchase tickets largely
because the performance was in
person.

In addition to the acting benefits, both Jackson and sophomore
Rachel Schneider, who played another of Marie’s friends, found that
the play’s cast had an easier time
bonding with each other than in the
virtual productions last school year.
“All the traditions and stuff
leading up to the big shows, and
especially opening night, and even
during dress rehearsals and tech rehearsals, are a lot more exciting,”
Schneider said, adding that she has
enjoyed spending time with castmates in and out of rehearsals.

“It’s like the feeling
of theater is back,”
Schneider said.
Rosberg also said that returning to live performances allowed
for greater opportunities for technical design than with virtual productions, in which technical options were minimal due to limited
visibility of visual effects online.
“Compared to last year, we
were able to get much more serious about costumes, about sets,
and lights and so on,” Rosberg
said. She commended the technical teams for their vital contributions, with student-designed
lighting cues, sound effects, sets,
makeup and costumes.
Sophomore Joshua Reynolds
said that he and his fellow cast
members have received much
praise in passing from classmates
and staff members alike.
“It’s so much better,” Schneider concluded, referring to performing for an audience in person. “It’s like the feeling of theater
is back.”

My Rating: 4/10
If you like this movie, you
should watch: Breaking Bad, Dexter, and El Camino (a better version of a movie inspired by a television show!)
The audience gathers in the Black Box before a performance of Marie Antoinette.
Photo by Anna Shesol.
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D.C. Area Bagel Guide: Part 2

by miriam akhmetshin
and leah belber

Since we are still on the hunt
for the perfect bagel and received
such good feedback on our last
set of reviews, we chose to extend our search to cover even
more places. After we tasted the
bagels from Call Your Mother,
Bagels Etc. and Baked by Yael,
there is still no one true winner. We gathered bagels from
all around the city and met at a
frosted and windy National Cathedral to eat and discuss. Of
course, we wanted to maintain
consistency in our reviews and
thus ordered the same two bagel
sandwiches at each shop: first,
an everything bagel with plain
cream cheese, and then a plain
bagel with smoked salmon and
plain cream cheese.
We considered the same criteria as last time while taste-testing these bagels: the bagel dough,
the everything bagel seasoning,
the smoked salmon, the cream
cheese and its texture, the value,
and, finally, the overall taste. We
determined the value not just by
looking at the cost, but by taking into account the bagel’s size
and taste.
Call Your Mother
3428 O St NW, Washington, DC
20007
The bagel sandwiches we
tried at Call Your Mother (which
is owned by GDS alum Andrew
Dana ’04) were quite flavorful but
tasted stale. On both sandwiches,
the bread was neither fresh nor
bouncy, even though we had purchased them in the morning when
they should have just been baked.
The cream cheese had a great flavor but was slathered on a little
too heavily. The everything bagel had excellent seasoning with
lots of sesame seeds and no larger
grains. The smoked salmon was
from the Ivy City Smokehouse,
like many of the bagels from our
last edition. Thus, salmon was
tasty but skimpy and poorly dispersed. We thought they could
have spared some more for the
price we paid, but we were still
willing to finish the bagel. It was
quite expensive, but we noticed
that the store itself and the packaging are stylish.

Review of Everything Bagel
•
•
•
•
•

The bagel dough itself—3/5
Everything bagel seasoning—4/5
Cream cheese and its
texture—3/5
Value: $4.50—1/5
Overall taste—3/5

Review of Bagel Sandwich
•
•
•
•
•

The bagel dough itself—3/5
Smoked salmon—3/5
Cream cheese and its
texture—4/5
Value: $9.50—1/5
Overall taste—3/5

Bagels Etc.
2122 P St NW #100, Washington, DC 20037
Bagels Etc. produced a soft
yet salty bagel. The everything
bagel seasoning was quite salty
as well, even though it wasn’t
sprinkled on the bottom. Even
the cream cheese was salty, but
there was not enough on either
bagel. The smoked salmon was
generous—and salty, of course—
and packed in almost like a
spread, rather than individual
slices, which led to an intriguingly smooth texture. The bagels themselves are pretty small,
practically sized for a baby! It
would take a few to satisfy a
high schooler. They were undercooked, but that led to a pleasantly chewy mouthfeel. These bagels were much better than Call
Your Mother’s, but still underwhelming due to their smallness
and saltiness.
Review of Everything Bagel
• The bagel dough itself—4/5
• Everything bagel seasoning—2/5
• Cream cheese and its
texture—3/5
• Value: $1.99—4/5
• Overall taste—3/5
Review of Bagel Sandwich
• The bagel dough itself—4/5
• Smoked salmon—3/5
• Cream cheese and its
texture-3/5

•
•

Value: $5.99—5/5
Overall taste—4/5

Baked by Yael
3000 Connecticut Ave NW,
Washington, DC 20008
The bagels from Baked by
Yael were, in a word, horrible.
They were ugly, with a unique
oblong shape. They were too
crispy and overcooked on the
outside and doughy, dense and
stale on the inside. The cream
cheese was only sold separately,
so it didn’t come on either sandwich, but rather coldly and stiffly
in a small container. There was
somehow not enough flavor in
the everything bagel seasoning,
even though it was too salty and
had too many poppy and sesame seeds, which were likely
too stale to lend their usual taste.
The salmon was appalling. It was
barely cured; it tasted like sushi
salmon, and looked like it, too.
These bagels did not live up to
expectations.
Review of Everything Bagel
• The bagel dough itself—1/5
• Everything bagel seasoning—2/5
• Cream cheese and its
texture—1/5
• Value: $3.60—1/5
• Overall taste—2/5
Review of Bagel Sandwich
• The bagel dough itself—1/5
• Smoked salmon—1/5
• Cream cheese and its
texture—1/5
• Value: $9.95—1/5
• Overall taste—2/5
Every bagel we tasted during
the first part of our D.C. Area Bagel Guide was better than these
three. Last time, they were all
fluffier and bigger, while these
new ones were small and less delicious. Unfortunately, we have
not yet found our winner, so the
hunt continues to find D.C.’s
best bagel. Keep an eye out for
our next installment to read reviews of Brooklyn Bagel Bakery, Pearl’s Bagels and Buffalo
& Bergen! Let us know your favorites so we can give them a
try, too!

Bagel sandwiches from Call Your Mother, Bagels Etc.
and Baked by Yael. Photos by Leah Belber.

Limited Shrimp Gets
Down to Business at
Shrimpco Ltd.
by julius boxer-cooper
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Comedy
Bit-Doms
by annabel hilzenrath and
stella tongour

Katie announces she will
leave GDS after this year.
We’ll all miss you—fashion icon.

Students and staff get half
a week off to celebrate
Thanksgiving!
And surprise! You get a test
the first day back!

GDS students set up QR code
system for contact tracing.
Take that, COVID!

GDS hosts a meaningful
assembly about open discussion.
After all, what’s a better model of
healthy communication than a good
ol’ “Middle Ground” Jubilee video?
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Hire from Within

The announcement this
month that High School Principal Katie Gibson will leave
GDS at the end of the school
year means that the school
now has not one but two of
its senior-most administrative positions to fill for next
school year: high school
principal and, given Kevin
Barr’s 2020 retirement, associate head of school.
For both roles, Head of
School Russell Shaw and
others involved in the selection process should strongly
consider and favor candidates who already work at
GDS—ones who understand
GDS’ culture and operations
and whom the community
knows and respects.
The best principal and associate head of school picked
from the cream of GDS’
first-rate staff would be better prepared to help lead the

of the two current searches
can easily find in candidates
is her deep GDS roots.
A leader who understands GDS—its charms
and its troubles—is especially necessary now to stay
true to its distinctive character and maintain community
buy-in as the high school adjusts to the combined campus, seeks to further its anti-racist project and emerges
from a pandemic that deprived the school of many
of its traditions.
An external hire’s lack
of firsthand knowledge of
the community would reduce their odds of success.
Balancing beneficial changes
with fidelity to GDS’ wonts
and wants is al- ready a
challenge
f o r
someone

Clubs scramble to take their
yearbook photos, filling inboxes
with invitations to their meetings.

implication is that the “finalists” will come from outside the community; why
else would they need to be
brought here or sought out
by a national firm?
According to the Educators’ Collaborative website, its consultants visit the
school in question to “get
a feel for your culture and
meet with as many stakeholders as possible.” Rather
than paying someone from
outside GDS to meet stakeholders and then find someone else from outside GDS
to lead GDS, why not simply
pick a so-called stakeholder
for the job?
Barr—who retired at the
end of the 2019-2020 school
year but was not immediately replaced—is another
exemplar of long-term commitment to GDS and gradual administrative ascent.
He worked at GDS for
44 years, starting as
an English

Extra points if you go to every
club to be in their picture.

Editors’ Note

Dear GDS community,

2021 has been a year of growth for The Augur Bit—
for the staff, our readership and the scope of our work.
As the year comes to a close, we would love to share our
gratitude for the people who have made that possible.
Everything The Augur Bit has done in the past
year is thanks to our wonderful staff—and our
extraordinary faculty advisor, Julia Fisher, who has
tirelessly helped us and advocated for the newspaper.
Week in, week out, writers, editors, photographers,
designers and managers have contributed to putting
together a newspaper for you to read. They have done
investigative journalism, boldly shared their opinions,
covered countless aspects of school life and more, while
also helping us improve the way the paper works.
Their work has garnered over 35 thousand online
views, produced seven print editions and won several
notable awards. And over the course of the year, they
have demonstrated to us and to the community the power
and importance of high-quality student journalism.
Of course, thank you as well to our readers and
sources. Your interest in what is happening around
you and your care for GDS allow us to do our work
with purpose. We welcome all students to consider
getting involved with the newspaper next year, and
we cannot wait to see what 2022 augurs for the Bit.
Sincerely,
Ethan and Seth

school than
any applicant
a search firm
could
identify
from the national
pool of professional
educational administrators in need of a new perch.
And while welcoming
new staff members is and
will always be important,
they ought to have the chance
to integrate themselves into
the community—and get to
know its members—before
being thrust in command. It
is essential to the flourishing of GDS’ uniquely open,
egalitarian culture for the
primary path to leadership
roles to be from within.
The life of Gladys Stern,
this high school’s founding principal, who died last
month, reminds us of the
value of elevating leaders
from inside the school. She
began as an office assistant
before reaching the peak of
the administration and slept
with a GDS blanket on her
dying day.
Not all administrators
can be expected to embody
GDS to the extent Stern did,
of course, but one aspect of
her story that those in charge

who
knows
the
latter;
for someone who
doesn’t, it would seem
an unreasonable expectation.
And if a newcomer took
the reins of the school’s major transitions and initiatives,
they would have a higher
chance of encountering resistance, if only by virtue
of the optics of an outsider
overhaul.
“We will be launching a
national search for our next
High School Principal immediately,” Shaw wrote in the
all-school email announcing
Gibson’s departure.
He continued, “We will
work in partnership with
a faculty Search Advisory
Committee as well as Educators’ Collaborative, a national search firm, as we seek
to identify the next leader
of our High School. After
Winter Break, we anticipate
bringing finalists to campus
to meet with High School
faculty along with representatives from the student and
parent bodies.”
The
unmistakable

teacher
and eventually holding a
number of leadership positions, including high school
principal and, ultimately, associate head of school.
Now, Educators’ Collaborative is helping run GDS’
search for his successor, too.
The job description for GDS
associate head of school
posted on the firm’s website reads, “The AHOS will
serve as a thought partner for
the HOS and members of the
leadership team. Above all,
the Associate Head will live
the mission of the school.”
It would seem that a less
circuitous and, in all likelihood, more fruitful route to
the right person would be in
house.
We recognize our argument may be susceptible to
charges of parochialism—or,
worse still, teenage naïveté.
But it would, in short, be an
affront to GDS’ wonderful
staff to suggest there are not
two people already among
its ranks as suited as anyone
in the world to help lead our
school.
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Hopper Crossword

Done

by daniel otto-manzano

ANONYMOUS
1

2

3

4

5

6

14

8

18

20

21
23

10

11

25

26

30

40
44

31

41

45

50

46

63

64

42
47

48

51

49
52

53
56

33

27

37

39

43

32

22

36

38

13

19

29

35

12

16

24

28

55

9

15

17

34

7

54

57

58

59

60

67

61

65

66

69

70

71

72

73

74

ACROSS
1 Official non-English
language of Lesotho
6 Chair with no back
11 Shade of black
14 In front of
15 There are 16 in a
pound
16 Coal or diamond in
Minecraft, for example
17 Time off coming soon,
relating to this edition's
theme 28-A, 50-A and
66-A
19 25-A was free of this
kind of transgression
20 Writing on a Post-it,
often
21 Requests
22 Hut
23 Value of X for an
ancient Roman
25 Godly garden
28 Warm winter
beverages
34 Long road, like the one
named Wisconsin in
D.C.
36 Libya neighbor

62

68

37 Angry, accusatory
speech
38 Abominable snowman
40 Dr. school
42 Leave
43 Female graduate
46 Silly goose
49 ___ Academic
50 Seasonal greeting
53 Canadian apparel
company known for its
leggings, for short
54 Play called by confident
basketball player
55 Ceramics class
material
58 Ballet dancer's
costume
61 Raised scar
65 Liquid cooking fat
66 Fluffy confectionery,
often placed in 28-A
69 Widely cultivated cereal
grass
70 Get rid of pencil marks
71 Green pasta sauce
72 Opposite of con
73 Type of song, or book

74 Basketball tactic done
half-court or full-court
DOWN
1 State of cut-down
tree
2 Home of Cincinatti
3 Camping abode
4 Would really rather not
5 Poem meant to be
sung
6 Cries
7 One from Istanbul
8 "Hold on!"
9 Andean vegetable
10 100 Albanian qindarkas
11 Joke, slangily
12 The 'E' in acronym
HOMES
13 Look after
18 Type of salad dressing
22 Trap typically involving
wire
24 ... and so on
26 Point
27 Brother of Cooper and
Peyton Manning
28 Angry and agitated

29 Common sandwich
ingredient
30 Football quarterback
Beckham Jr.
31 Yellow cars in NYC
32 What Andrew Mikhail,
Anna Shesol and Ethan
Wolin will do for the Bit
33 Groups of games in
tennis
34 A "verse" in the Quran
35 Candle, in Eduardo's
class
39 Insinuate
41 Rebellious U.S.
document
44 New York University
(abbr)
45 Primary developmental
hockey league for U.S.
and Can.
47 Hatred
48 "Industry Baby" singer
Lil ___ X
51 Beat the competition in
a cross country race
52 Person or animal that
howls often
55 Chicken pen
56 Their pants are on fire
57 Voice lower than
soprano yet higher than
tenor
59 Soviet Union (abbr)
60 Rules for ___, but not
for me
62 "Do what I say, or ___"
63 Tons
64 Shots fired up close, in
basketball
66 Kick a soccer ball
through someone's
legs
67 "Come as you ___"
68 Something to be
downloaded on a
phone

The Augur Bit
“A very auger bit will now be turned into your souls until your honesty is proved”
Arthur Miller, The Crucible
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